
Hej!

Germany, Sweden, Europe and beyond for Climate-Neutral and Smart Cities March 2024

ViaEuropa, City of Lund, Viable Cities

The Swedish Energy Agency and Vinnova

Let's work together and pioneer the possible 
through collaboration and innovation.



The Future is…
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We have created global
standards before
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“B2, an early 

example of how 

these technologies 

could transform the 

Internet”
2/2000

“Local video shop 

faces its biggest 

challenger yet”

5/2000

Ethernet Unbound

”Jonas Birgersson 

is one reason why 

Sweden is kicking 

broadband butt”
7/2000

Cisco and B2…

”Beating traditional 

telecom and cable 

providers to the 

punch on 

broadband”
11/1999

“One of Europe’s 50 

Hottest Tech Firms” 

6/2000

“You Think It's DSL 

vs. Cable? Guess 

Again”

10/2000

Open Services Exchange 
Jonas “Birger” Birgersson – commercial history of broadband







Our actions have 
impact
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low 
fixed 

cost for 
green 
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“Lund, a scientific 
capital”

2800 PHD 
(2022)
6000 PHD 
(2032) est.



Why cities?

Cities cover about 3% of

the land on Earth and produce

about 72% of all global 

greenhouse gas emissions.



Bogotá

Curitiba

Makindye
Ssabagabo

Bristol

Climate Neutral Cities 2030

23 cities
40 %
of the Swedish 
population

112 cities (of which 7 Swedish cities)

Decarbonized
Cities (Finland)

Pioneering Mission:
Climate-Neutral and Smart Cities 2030 

Sweden Europe Globally



This is Europe’s man on the moon
moment.

The deal, which aims to make Europe
the first climate-neutral continent
by 2050 is a roadmap for making the 
EU’s economy sustainable by turning 
climate and environmental
challenges into opportunities across
all policy areas and making the 
transition just and inclusive for all.

Ursula von der Layen







We need to innovate 
how we innovate





System demonstrators for climate neutrality

Sweden is investing in system demonstrators and pilots to form a new approach to drive 

change and contribute to the mission established in the Climate City Contract 2030 

pioneered by Viable Cities. By…

• Mobilizing actors across the system

• Addressing underlying challenges for change

• Building collective learning

• Designing and implementing a portfolio of system-level interventions

• Focusing on scaling up

System demonstrators and system pilots aim to create a ‘new normal’ 

in critical areas to accelerate the transition to climate neutrality. 



Bogotá

Curitiba

Makindye
Ssabagabo

Bristol

Stockholm

Demos and pilots*

*System demonstrators and system pilots in planning phaseAffordable climate-neutral neighborhoods

Zero-emission mobility

Lund

?

?

?



BRISTOL MAKINDYE 
SSABAGABO

LUNDSTOCKHOLM



Energy Goal
Climate neutral Lund 
2030
Creating a new resilient & flexible 
energy landscape
based new scalable technology & 
infrastructure 
financing solutions



Neighbourhood Energy Sharing Network
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New Energy System single building (stand



New Energy System single building (stand



New Energy System neighbourhood (EC + Grid)
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Operations the energy protocol

02 The Energy Protocol (EP)
Inspired by the Internet architecture  distributed and 
independent networks that can function as standalone but 
will benefit greatly from being interconnected with as 
many compatible networks as possible. EP will include 
similar concept to peering & routing but for Energy 
Sharing. In short, the language needed  to enable the 
"Internetification" of energy distribution.

IER 01

AB

C

Standing on the 
shoulders of giants.



Where do 
we start





Site Alfa / Node 01.3

AB

C

D



Tack!
Thank you!

jb@viaeuropa.net

olle.dierks@viablecities.se

viablecities.se/systemdemonstrator

unhabitat.org

sweden.se
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